This program’s multi-perspective teaching approach leverages the knowledge, experience, and perspectives of in-house counsel, private practice attorneys, educators and business leaders.

Dynamic Topics and Presenters
Timely topics and a variety of perspectives from in-house counsel and private practitioners

Concrete Advice in Practice Area Hot Spots for the In-House Generalist
1. CCPA compliance,
2. Contracting pitfalls to avoid,
3. Attorney-client privilege,
4. Accounting and financial statement terminology and issues,
5. Employment law,
6. Women in leadership + diversity and inclusion

PLUS – FREE BONUS webcast on Pro Bono Opportunities for In-House Counsel

And more!
In-House Generalist

12:15 – 1:15 p.m. LUNCH (join a fellow attendee)

privileged legal communications; how to prevent inadvertent disclosure of privileged documents; time and the impact that may have on discoverability of your communications and written work. It and more. This multiplicity of roles can render more of your communications discoverable than you

1.0 ethics credit applied for

Your Ever-Changing In-House Role and Its Impacts on the Attorney-Client Privilege

12:30 – 1:30 p.m.

How to Read (and Issue Spot) Balance Sheets and Financial Statements for In-House Counsel

This session will give a broad overview to help you read an annual report and analyze financial statements, locating bound more numbers to judge the real financial performance and strength of an entity. You'll gain a better understanding of the strategic questions that business managers must confront in governing their companies. And you'll take away a better appreciation of the broader business context of legal decision-making, so you can contribute more effectively as a member of your company’s in-house team or as outside counsel.

– Charles N. Mayer

2:15 – 3:15 p.m.

7 Hot Topic Employment Law Questions and the Important Lessons They Teach for In-House Counsel

A fun and fast-paced session that starts with timely employment law questions and facts – questions that lead to important practice pointers – to help protect you or your company from problems or liability.

– Jeff Bromm & Grant T. Collins

3:30 – 4:30 p.m.

Expanding the View from the Top: Women in Leadership in 2020

1.0 elimination of bias credit applied for

Despite approximately equal numbers of women entering the legal profession, female attorneys still lag in equity partners and leadership positions in-house. Additionally, women attorneys – and especially women attorneys of color – continue to face institutional and systemic hurdles to advancement. Join our informative conversation and hear from our panel of women leaders (attorneys and executives), who have successfully cracked the glass ceiling. You’ll gain:

• Practical tips for overcoming unconscious bias towards women in the law and in leadership;
• Familiarity with specific issues affecting women of color in the law; and strategies to mitigate them;
• Engagement in a discussion about the unique challenges faced by women attorneys and leaders in the workplace;
• Leadership techniques for women attorneys from various perspectives including attorneys, business leaders, and a diversity and inclusion specialist;
• Horror stories about women attorneys and the steps women attorneys can take to navigate these issues.

– Mary Ann K. Ryan
– Angela Halverson Slaughter (moderator)

3:45 – 4:45 p.m.
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If you're an in-house counsel who is called upon to be a “generalist” — providing advice on a wide variety of issues (or perhaps all) of the legal issues encountered by the business unit you support – you won’t want to miss this unique learning opportunity that has been tailored specifically for you.

FREE Bonus Webcast

As a special bonus, registrants of this seminar may view this webinar for free! A coupon code, along with instructions on how to register for free at www.minncle.org, will be distributed prior to the seminar.

6 Practice Area Hot Spots for the In-House Generalist

10 Practical CCPA Compliance Tips for In-House Counsel

Do you know what your business clients need to know about the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)? Get 10 can-miss, practical insights on CCPA compliance from an in-house counsel with past experience as an FTC attorney in that agency’s Division of Privacy and Identity Protection. And you will gain a deeper understanding of the CCPA’s role in protecting clients’ information technology, data protection, privacy, and security. The insights range from implementation to training to audits and more — and you’ll have the session with better understanding of your clients’ CCPA risk and ideas to refine and improve your clients’ CCPA compliance effectiveness.

– Michael R. Cohen & Maggie Lassac
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